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What are Individualized Graduation Plans?

Individualized Graduation Plans, also known as IGPs, are a way to track what classes you have taken, 
are taking, and need to take AND get to take to graduate from New Millennium Secondary School

These plans are always changing each semester and year because they are based on several factors 
such as:

● Classes you have already taken (you should not take the same class unless to make-up a grade)
● Classes you have passed
● Classes you need to retake (I highlight in yellow to know it needs to be retaken)
● Master schedule and class availability
● Changes in your personal goals towards and after graduation



What does an IGP look like? A Blank IGP look like this:



What does an IGP look like? A Completed IGP for a current 11th grader could look like this:



How do IGPs work?

Creating an IGP is very individualized. Miss Samuel will be coming to each advisory 
with your transcripts and be working with you to complete it as a class. 

There are some classes you have to take each year and in a certain order.

Then there are some classes you can choose from.

There is a “minimum graduation requirement” and then the graduation 
recommendations that are also suggested.

There is also the personal choices that you get to make as well. 



Why create an IGP?

Creating an IGP helps in several ways:

● Helps the student and parent see the 4 year goal towards graduation
● Helps the student see the must takes and the flexibility in the schedule
● Helps to explain the “why” of some scheduling choices
● Helps to have the counselor, administration, students, and 

parents/guardians all on the same page when it comes to class options 
each year

● Helps to see when there is a “slip” in the students progress, where a 
corrected course might be taken (summer school or make ups)



What to do with the IGP once it is done:

This is a continuous working document - so it will be used to help ensure you 
have all of the correct classes, prepared for graduation, and taking the courses 
that you want (pending master scheduling).

Once Miss Samuel has visited your advisory, you will be given more instruction 
on how to share the IGP you created with her so she can also check it :-).

You will always have a copy with you and it is a google document so it will be in 
your drive



Schedule of IGPs by Advisory

Senior Advisory Junior Advisory Sophomore 
Advisory

Freshman Advisory

Aug 26 - Lentz Sept 14 - Lawton Sept 20 - Myers Sept 28 - Russell

Aug 31 - Nelson Sept 16 - Shatkina Sept 21 - Petterson Sept 30 - Peet

Sept 9 - Grant Sept 23 - Catbagan


